
File a Formal Complaint - Robbin Taylor 

Xltxyz replied 5 days ago (Wed, 6 Sep at 7:06 PM) 

to : pdc@pdc.wa.gov 

Complaint originally filed with the PDC on or before July 13, 2017 – RCW 42.17A.205 

This complaint is against Save Black Diamond headed by Kristen Bryant (see attached non-profit 
registration), Glen and Judy Carrier, Bill and MaryAnn McDermand for failing to file as a political 
committee against the Recall campaign of Black Diamond City Councilmember Patricia 
Pepper.  See attached contact information for Save Black Diamond, Kristen Bryant, Carriers and 
McDermands. 

At a Hearing held May 10, King County Superior Court Judge Andrus determined that four 
charges against Councilmember Pepper met the criteria to Recall her with “legal and factual 
sufficiency.” 

Two days after that, the anti-recall campaign was initiated when on May 12 a "Decline to Sign 
Campaign" handout was hand delivered to every home in Black Diamond (a city with 4,000 
residents). The 8.5"x14" handout was printed on heavy, glossy paper and the second line of the 
document states “Decline to Sign Campaign Underway”.  This document clearly directed voters 
actions by saying, "Don't Sign the Recall Petition."  See attached copy of Decline to Sign flier. 

On July 7, yard signs began showing up around Black Diamond before a July 8 community event 
in our Historic District. These "Bogus Recall" yard signs instruct voters to "Decline to Sign" and 
direct them to a web site for additional information. 

On July 12, a second "Decline to Sign" yard sign showed up all over town. There are 
approximately 50 "Decline to Sign" yards signs around Black Diamond now.  See attached 
photos of both signs. 

In a PDC complaint filed against Save Black Diamond in August 2016, case number 7286 (see 
attached photo of PDC Case 7286), the conclusion was that even though Save Black Diamond 
was soliciting donations, they were not actively supporting or opposing candidates or ballot 
measures. 

The PDC has maintained, even as recently as August 31, 2017 that a Recall action is a ballot 
measure and not an election.  The attached documents prove that Save Black Diamond and 
Kristen Bryant, Glen and Judy Carrier, and Bill and MaryAnn McDermand are actively opposing a 
ballot measure and they are expending funds to do so through the “Decline to Sign 
Campaign”.  See attached photo of “Reporter” newspaper article which identifies the Carriers 
and McDermands as those who started the Bogus Recall group. 

Both the “Decline to Sign Campaign” document by Save Black Diamond, and the “Decline to 
Sign” signs by the Bogus Recall group prove that Save Black Diamond and Bogus Recall are 
connected.  If they are not connected then both should form separate PACs and register with 
the PDC. 

https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/users/13004014141


Black Diamond voters have the right to know who is funding the handouts, yard signs, and web 
site of the anti-recall campaign. Save Black Diamond and Kristen Bryant, Glen and Judy Carrier, 
and Bill and MaryAnn McDermand have failed to make this information public by failing to file 
with the PDC and reporting their sources of funding. 

In the email below, to which I am responding, from the PDC to me dated 8-10-2017, I was 
informed that more information was needed to continue an investigation.  I hope the attached 
information is sufficient. 

Again, the voters in Black Diamond, as well as the legally registered PAC “Citizens to Recall 
Pepper” have a right to know where the opposition is getting their funding and that all donors 
are held to the same donation limits.  The Citizens need to have assurance that everyone on 
either side of this issue is following the Laws of the State of Washington.  The group behind the 
Decline to Sign Campaign needs to account for every dollar back to May 10, 2017. 

Thank you for hearing my complaint. 
 
Robbin Taylor 
32110 Botts Dr 
Black Diamond, WA  98010 
 
From: PDC Support <pdc@pdc.wa.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, August 10, 2017 1:02 PM 
To: xltxyz@hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: PDC - File a Formal Complaint - Robbin Taylor 
  
Hello Robbin Taylor, 
 
Please be advised that in order to pursue your allegations, we need you to clearly identify a 
specific person or existing entity that you are alleging committed a violation. You have 
mentioned names that have speculative affiliation, but I am still unsure as to whom your 
complaint is directed against and what compelling evidence there is to support it.  
 
The Public Disclosure Commission primarily enforces campaign finance laws against candidates, 
incumbents, lobbyists, political committees, and government entities. Save Black Diamond is 
not registered as a political committee, they appear to be an issue advocacy group and we have 
not received enough evidence to connect the SBD group to the signs being referenced. The 
PDC does not have the resources to pursue anonymous entities or to initiate cases based 
primarily on supposition without compelling evidence to clearly determine a violation. 
 
The procedures for filing complaints with the commission are governed by WAC 390-37-040: 
 
(2) A complaint must include: 
(a) A statement of the nature of the alleged violation or violations, date, time and place of each 
occurrence and name of person or persons responsible; 



(b) All available documentation and other evidence which the complainant is able to supply that 
supports the allegations made in the complaint. Information about where documents or 
evidence can be obtained should be included for any items that cannot be supplied with the 
complaint; 
(c) The names and telephone numbers, email addresses, and U.S. mail address, if known, of any 
witnesses or other persons who have knowledge of facts that support the complaint; 
(d) The complainant's name, email address, U.S. mail address, and telephone number; and 
(e) The signature of the complainant certifying under penalty of perjury under the laws of the 
state of Washington that the information provided with the complaint is true and correct to the 
best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
(3) The person or entity against whom a complaint is filed is known as the respondent. 
 
Please indicate who the specific respondent is for your allegations; it is also advisable to include 
which campaign finance law that you believe they violated, which would allow PDC staff to 
more effectively address your complaint and asses the facts.   
 
Thank you, 
 
Micaiah Titus Ragins 
Compliance Coordinator 
Washington Public Disclosure Commission 
http://www.pdc.wa.gov 
1.360.753.1111 
-- 
To respond, please reply to this email.  
 
Xltxyz reported 2 months ago (Wed, 12 Jul at 1:18 PM) via Portal Meta 
Two separate signs have been placed in many locations around Black Diamond regarding the 
Recall effort of Pat Pepper (attached).  These signs promote against the Recall, as well as 
against the current mayor.  These signs also contain a web address that has cost money to 
obtain, as well as put together.  It appears as though PDC reporting rules are being violated, as 
well as the fact that no organization appears to be taking credit for the message.  This makes it 
impossible for Citizens to Recall Pepper to track who is funding the message against the Recall, 
as well as keeping an eye on donation limits of the Bogus Recall supporters.  While I have no 
definitive proof of the groups and persons behind this "bogus" effort, it is no doubt the same 
people who have been active in Black Diamond for years.  Save Black Diamond and Black 
Diamond United are simply two names of the same group led by Kristen Bryant and Brian 
Derdowski, both of whom live in Bellevue. 
 

http://www.pdc.wa.gov/
https://wapdc.freshdesk.com/users/13004014141








Save Black Diamond 

253-234-7838  apparently a Google Voice line that only accepts messages 
saveblackdiamond@gmail.com 
see attached non-profit registration which shows Kristen Bryant to be President of Save 
Black Diamond 
 

Kristen Bryant 

1006 139th Pl NE 
Bellevue, WA  98005 
 
kristenbry@gmail.com 
425-247-9619 

 

Glen and Judy Carrier 

24305 SE Green Valley Rd 
Auburn, WA  98092 
 
360-886-2204 
 

 

Bill and MaryAnn McDermand 

32632 1st Ave 
Black Diamond, WA  98010 
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